Bear Necessities

Here we are again with the help of this
wonderful publication to spread a bit of the
creativity appearing all around SE20 and
we thought this month we would take a look
at one of the first new artworks placed up
over the last month around Penge now that
the latest lockdown restrictions have began
to ease. We have been fortunate to see a
lovely little spate of fresh creations appear
over the last month, with a number of now
regularly visiting artists returning to the area
to share their talent and enrich the area
with their talents.
The work we are sharing with you now was
recently placed up along Maple Road, just
next to the St John's school, and it marks
the second artwork on this spot by artist
JXC, who left his fourth incredible photorealistic piece around SE20. Replacing the
stalking Jaguar from 2018 was no mean
feat, but JXC has stepped up and left an
equally engaging, striking and all brilliant
subject, in the form of a roaring Grizzly
Bear.
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The level of detail in this artists' output
always astounds us and this latest drop is
no exception, this bear is so incredibly
realistic we almost expect to hear the ROAR
each time we pass by on our strolls about
SE20.
We would as always wish to say thank you
to everyone involved over the last five years
supporting this project, who have all helped
transform the face of Penge and Anerley in
to the wonderful creative hub we all get to
explore and enjoy now! In this instance,
thank you to both the private resident and
garage owner in Maple Road for allowing
JXC to paint their adjoining wall. As well as
a big thank you to JXC for taking the time to
visit our hometown and rework this space
with a second fabulous design. As always if
anyone wishes to participate and support
the project further by offering up their public
spaces,
please
email
callinglondoninfo@gmail.com
or
visit
www.pengestreetart.com where you can
register your interest in donating a public
space to paint and we will get back to you.

